1 Abbot Mark encouraged my study of Scottish monastic history and palaeography, and, as will be clear from the notes, has had a decisive influence on this article. In addition to Abbot Mark, I would also like to record my gratitude to Dr Helen Brown, Professor Peter Davidson, Abbot Hugh Gilbert, Dr Barbara Harvey, and the staff of the National Archives of Scotland and Aberdeen University Library. The two anonymous readers made some very helpful suggestions especially regarding the transcriptions. Any errors remain my own. 2 Edinburgh, National Archives of Scotland [hereafter NAS], CS15/26. See Fig.1 which shows the first testimony. The document was drawn to my attention by a reference in some papers on the priory which Abbot Mark had asked me to read: 'Pluscarden as a Benedictine house' and 'Pluscarden after 1560'. These are currently held at Pluscarden abbey and are chapters from an unpublished book, provisionally entitled 'Monasteries and the Reformation' and dealing with Deer abbey, the Scottish Cluniacs and Valliscaulians, and post-Valliscaulian Pluscarden. The buildings of Pluscarden priory were re-occupied by Benedictine monks from Prinknash abbey, Gloucestershire in 1948 and it became an abbey in 1974. commendator. While noting that the hereditary nature of the office of bailie gave it certain advantages over that of superior, which required a fresh act of election and provision on each succession, Mark Dilworth stated that, 'the bailieship in a family often preceded an abbacy held by a member of that family', but that when the two offices were held by two different families it could be a cause of strife. 8 Both of these were true in the case of Pluscarden priory.
A dispute between Prior Robert Harrower, formerly a monk of Dunfermline, and Sir James Dunbar of Cumnock was settled by a decreet arbitral of 31 May 1499, the terms of which indicate that Sir James was already a bailie of Pluscarden. Following this decision, Prior Robert and the community of Pluscarden issued two charters on 18 January 1500 making Sir James their bailie for life and giving him a grant of fishings on the Spey. 9 The grant was given to Sir James in gratitude for services rendered, including 'defence of us and our place'; thus he was appointed as bailie because he could and did defend the priory's interests. The prime service mentioned in the grant, according to the terms of the arbitration, was the overgiving of land and the charters, evidents, reversions, documents and entries of certain other lands on the priory estates in the sheriffdom of Elgin, 'to the augmentation of divine service of the aforesaid place'. Sir James, who died in 1504, certainly fulfilled the criterion of being a powerful local magnate. He was the son of Sir Alexander Dunbar of Westfield, and thus a brother of Gavin who had attempted to become prior in 1479, and he had succeeded his father as hereditary sheriff of Moray (Elgin and Forres) in 1498. Sir James was made bailie for life and in July 1508 we find his brother, David Dunbar of Durris (d.1522) and his son Alexander, who was buried at the priory in 1527, mentioned as bailies of Pluscarden. 11 We thus see three sons of Sir Alexander Dunbar of Westfield involved with the priory over thirty years and also the bailiary in the process of becoming hereditary in the family of Dunbar of Durris, later of Grangehill; this is the background to Sir Alexander's grandson, Alexander, becoming prior in 1529. In 1535 Archbishop James Beaton and George Durie, joint commendators of Dunfermline, constituted Robert Dunbar of Durris, son of Alexander, Alexander Innes, son and heir of Alexander Innes of that Ilk, Walter Innes of Touchs and William Hay of Mayne as bailies and justiciars in the regality of Dunfermline, within the lordship of Urquhart and Pluscarden. 12 A regality was a jurisdiction granted by the crown where no royal official could exercise his office, the royal writ did not run, the lord could repledge his tenants from a royal court to his own, and he could judge all cases except treason: 'A grant of land in regalitatem was said to take as much out of the crown as the crown was capable of giving'. 13 The term is also used for the land subject to this jurisdiction which was, in a sense, a 'little kingdom'; the lands of the more important monasteries were regalities, which explains the importance of the monastic bailie. Pluscarden was not one of the greater monasteries and the 1535 document indicates the origins of its regality, for which no other evidence would appear to have survived. It, like Musselburgh, was originally part of the regality of Dunfermline. Mark Dilworth's researches have shown that Pluscarden gained de facto independence of Dunfermline during the first half of the sixteenth century, but the rights of regality were retained.
14 This origin explains why Urquhart remained in the name of the regality long after this priory was united with Pluscarden and the site abandoned.
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The four bailies named in 1535 give us more indications of the web of family influence that had been woven around Pluscarden priory. Robert, who married Christine Learmonth, was the son of Alexander Dunbar of Durris, and his son David succeeded him as bailie on his death in June 1582. 16 It is probable that Christine was close kin to Prior George Learmonth, though I have not been able to establish this. The wife and mother of two of the other three bailies were also Dunbars.
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The appointment to the office of bailie was not just an empty gesture, as William Hay of Mayne is recorded as acting as bailie in a precept of sasine of 24 June 1548.
18 Robert Dunbar of Durris was the last surviving of the four bailies of 1535 and it was a charter of Prior Alexander Dunbar issued in March 1558, making him hereditary bailie and justiciar, that was at the centre of the 1579-80 lawsuit. 19 It is clear that the Dunbars' hold on Pluscarden was tenacious. By 1560 the prior and the bailie of the regality were of the family, and many of the priory lands had been feued to Dunbars, with most feucharters granted in the period 1555-60 appearing to have been given to those who are said to have been children of Prior Alexander. The Protestant threat to monasteries and, perhaps, the final illness of Prior 33 The regality of Pluscarden, which originated in that of Dunfermline, would appear to have been itself divided as, in connection with the priory lands, we later find references to both the regality of Urquhart, centred on the barony of Urquhart, and the regality of Farneen (Stonny Fornoene). The latter was centred on Grangehill, the main seat of the Dunbars of Durris after Mark Dunbar sold Durris to Sir John Campbell of Cawdor in 1603; Grangehill is in the barony of Fernanan which had been given to Pluscarden priory by King Alexander II in 1236. 34 The legal case which produced our depositions, 'prior pluscardie contra dumbar', concerned the authenticity of Robert Dunbar of Durris's letter of bailiary of 10 March 1558, which had been superseded by the new prior's grant to John Douglas. Dunbar produced his charter in evidence of his right and Prior James Douglas wished to 32 The Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, ed. T. Thomson and C. Innes, 12 vols (Edinburgh, 1814-75), iii, 195, 276, 397-8. 33 NAS, RH6/2639; NAS, GD1/244/11. 34 In the March 1558 charter the lands of the regality are described as 'the whole lands and baronies of Urquhart, Glen of Pluscarden, Fernen, Kintessack, Tulledullie, Fochabers, Meikle Penick and all and sundry lands, mills, waters etc of the said Abbey prove that it was a forgery. 35 Five men who had been present at its production gave their testimony: the two surviving monks; George Dunbar, parson of Kilmuir Wester, and John Ramsay who were witnesses of the document; and John Gibson, parson of Unthank, a nonparochial prebend of Moray cathedral, who had penned it. 36 Each testified in the presence of the Lords of Council in Edinburgh: Ross in July 1579 and the four others in January-February 1580. They were shown the original charter and all testified to its authenticity, recalling the events of the day at Pluscarden, twenty years before, when it was made. Prior Douglas must have been disappointed in the witnesses he produced. Their clear and consistent testimonies proved the authenticity of the letter of bailiary beyond any doubt, as a note on the back of the testimonies states that the prior 'hes falʒeit in Improbatioun', that is, has failed to show falsity (of the charter). 37 The transcription of the testimonies is given in appendix 1.
The manner of making a charter
The testimonies show how this process was actually done on this occasion, as opposed to describing how it should be done. The charter was written by a local notary public, Sir John Gibson, who had close relations with the priory and was probably related to Prior Alexander Dunbar. 38 A copy was made on a scroll to be kept by the priory (hence Lord Seton was able to remove it), but the common practice, as indicated by the deleted words in Gibson's statement, was to enter such copies in a book or register (registrum cartarum or cartulary), as was the contemporary practice of the abbey of Dunfermline and the diocese of Moray. 39 No cartulary, whether in book or scroll form, has survived from Pluscarden priory, but the compiler of the 1561 Pluscarden rental in the Books of Assumption notes that he used, 'the auld rentallis, registeris and the yeirlie comptis of the chalmerlane'. Gibson says the charter was written the day it was dated, thus implying that this was not always the case, on clean parchment at the direction of the prior in the 'tour chalmer' (tower chamber) at Pluscarden. 41 The obvious 'tower chamber' at Pluscarden is the large room in the church tower, but this is highly unlikely given the difficulty of access through the clerestory passage. It may refer to the main chamber, which had a fireplace, on the first floor of the small tower house joined to the south-east corner of the priory and known today as the Prior's Lodging. 42 The prior's brother George, rector of Kilmuir Wester, was present with others such as John Ramsay. After the prior had signed, George, who obviously had an important role in the administration of the priory, took the charter to the chapter house where the community were gathered. It is not noted when the non-monastic witnesses such as John Ramsay signed, although Ramsay's testimony states that Robert Dunbar (of Durris) signed in the chapter house. There are remains of a stone bridge from the main room of the Prior's Lodging to the large vaulted chamber at the south end of the west range (the present refectory), and from there it is only a short walk down the cloister to the chapter house.
In the chapter house the monks signed the charter. Ross says they signed in order of age, but it is more likely that he means in order of seniority in the habit which the Regula Benedicti says should usually determine community order, although a certain latitude is allowed the superior to vary this. 43 to charters suggests that this was the usual practice, although cases of signing out of the usual order are not unknown, perhaps caused by a change in rank or by someone signing late. At Kinloss and Beauly the order breaks down in lists after 1560, implying that this order was indeed related to monastic discipline; for example, the date of clothing in the habit or profession, the community order in processions and so on. 44 In pre-Reformation English monasteries monks were listed in order of seniority in notarial records of abbatial elections. 45 According to George Dunbar, the prior did not sign the charter with the community, emphasising his distance from them, although the evidence of Ramsay and Artill does suggest that he signed in the chapter house with the brethren. On the day it was signed George Dunbar affixed the seal at the prior's orders and, as Ramsay notes, in the 'ovir chalmer' (upper chamber), which, if it be the same as the 'tour chalmer', suggests that the proposed location for this room is correct. George took a fee for affixing the seal from the chamberlain, Robert Dunbar, and John Gibson, probably also a relation, received the large sum of £5 for writing the charter; a nice family transaction. The impression given is of a definite separation between the prior and the community, with the locus of power being firmly in the prior's chamber and the community in the chapter house being reduced to a rubber stamp. At Melrose in the same period we see a similar separation between superior and community, and the brethren had to remind Commendator James Stewart (1535-57) on 19 June 1556 that he had failed in his promise, 'to have usit the counsall of us brether towart the wele of this place'. There the monks tried to defend the community's interests by resisting the commendator and attempting to refuse to sign charters. 46 At Pluscarden, as elsewhere at the time, instead of using officials drawn from the monks the superior seems to have ruled with the help of determines or as the Abbot constitutes'. Generally there is a link between age and seniority in the habit. 44 a small 'court', here drawn from his kin. This shift both of power and of use of 'space' in monastic government was a feature of the period and is reflected in monastic buildings. A similar process with a similar shift in location is noted at Fountains abbey in Yorkshire where in the late fifteenth century the creation of the 'churche chamber' provided a permanent office for the abbot's secretariat. Glyn Coppack notes that many of Abbot Marmaduke Huby's charters and leases were witnessed there, signifying that 'the Abbot's household was expanding at the expense of the shrinking convent'. 47 Pluscarden evidence shows that the priory was thus firmly in the hands of the Dunbars, which suggests that it was natural for George to take it over when his brother had died, as the royal injunction of 1561 notes. James Douglas later ejected the Dunbars in favour of his kinsmen, but it would appear that Alexander Seton retained their services.
The Pluscarden monastic community in the sixteenth century: recruitment Writing of Fountains abbey, Coppack noted a shrinking community. One interesting feature of Thomas Ross's statement is that he describes the community in March 1558 as consisting of (at least) six priestmonks and three novices. I shall return to the novices later, but such continuing recruitment on the eve of the Reformation crisis of 1559-60 suggests that the monks of Pluscarden did not believe that their way of life was soon to be ended, and even implies a certain vitality in the community. 48 Apart from incidental mentions such as these words of Thomas Ross, the main resource for Scottish monastic prosopography is the signatures of members of monasteries appended to charters. 49 We should, however, note the problems of using charter subscriptions for determining the personnel of a monastery at a given date, as individuals might have been part of the community but did not sign for various reasons. 50 Using such charters and other sources, I cooperated with Mark Dilworth in building up a list of all the known monks of Pluscarden priory in the sixteenth century with their first and last dates 47 of occurrence which is given in appendix 2. This can be used as a basis for studying the recruitment patterns of the monastery.
The papal bull of 1454 uniting Pluscarden and Urquhart noted that there were at Pluscarden no more than six monks and this same number is found signing charters of 1476, 1500 and 1501. 51 Using the charter subscriptions and evidence of absentees from the lists, those who did not sign but occur in documents before and after the date of the list, it is clear that the community expanded in size in the sixteenth century. In addition to the prior, there were a minimum of seven monks recruitment in the mid-1550s, or it may reflect a sense of impending crisis and be connected with the extensive feuing of monastery lands to the prior's relatives which began at this time. The data is too patchy to draw definite conclusions and some monks are probably unrecorded, but the number of new names occurring in each period suggests an average recruitment rate over the whole period of about one novice every two years.
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Barrie Dobson has noted that in the Middle Ages, 'entry to even the largest English religious houses was overwhelmingly local', and Mark Dilworth wrote that, while some monks came from other parts of Scotland, 'much evidence points to monks being local men', and, 'they certainly behaved as if they were of the same social class as the [local] townspeople'. 54 Apart from the presence of the three monks who were normally resident at Dunfermline abbey, however, the only definite evidence of origin and class are for monks from outside the North-East: Hector Freeman, whose father held land in Dundee, and John Blacater, whose father held land in Dunfermline. To these can be added Henry Harrower who was probably related both to his prior, Robert Harrower, and to the Dunfermline monk William Harrower. Blacater and Freeman both came from landowning families in towns and Dilworth notes that while most evidence about monks' families is urban, this is due in part to the nature of the extant evidence. 55 Among the surnames of Pluscarden monks listed in appendix 2, Tarras and Birnie are topographical, taken from the area around Pluscarden; such locative surnames do not necessarily indicate a local origin, but they probably do here as members of these families occur in contemporary local documents. 56 There is a sixteenth-century monument to the Lyell family at Pluscarden and the names Lyell and Fothringham are also found among the surnames of contemporary monks of nearby Kinloss. Lyell, together with four other surnames of Pluscarden monks, is found among the fifty-eight surnames of tenants in two Pluscarden rentals written in 1527-40 and 1545, and ten of the Pluscarden surnames are found among the 101 in the 1565 rental of the bishopric of Moray 53 Between 1500 and 1508 eight new names appear; this is the highest rate of new entries for the period 1500-60 and may reflect a deliberate increase in the size of the community, but two are monks of Dunfermline, Henderson certainly entered before 1500 and others may have done so; 1509-24, six new names; 1525-9, two new names; 1530-45, seven new names, one of whom was a former prior of Dunfermline; 1546-55, four new names, with a further two in 1556. 54 which mainly concerns baronies close to Pluscarden. 57 A fair number of otherwise unidentified monks may be of local origin, but many names are common ones and a look at the indices of personal names in the printed volumes of Elgin and Dunfermline burgh records reveals that the majority of the monks' surnames occur in both places. 58 Whatever the juridical relationship of Pluscarden and Dunfermline in the sixteenth century, it is clear that personal links were maintained, not least because of the almost sixty years in the monastic habit at Pluscarden of the Dunfermline man, Dene John Blacater. This suggests a modification to the thesis that recruitment was predominantly local. A monastery was part of a number of social networks, some of which extended beyond the immediate locality. These could be directly monastic, as Pluscarden was linked to Dunfermline and monks of Cistercian Kinloss came from the environs of the Cistercian abbeys of Culross and Coupar Angus which were also part of the Melrose filiation; or they could have a more directly kin-based origin as when three Hamiltons came to Paisley abbey from Glasgow, Bathgate and Linlithgow at the time when John Hamilton was abbot. 59 Prior Harrower came from Dunfermline and in his last eight years in office we see Blacater and two monks come north from that town and the entry of a man who was probably his relative. There is no direct evidence why Hector Freeman came from Dundee to enter Pluscarden, but a study of the burgh of Elgin in the sixteenth century has shown that while Elgin traded with all the main Scottish burghs, Dundee was its main partner and there was migration between the two burghs. the monastery, in which local connections were obviously prominent but not necessarily dominant.
A minor web of patronage, of which few traces remain, may thus be presumed to lie behind the giving of the monastic portion (portio monachalis). 61 This was the personal allowance given to each monk and to which the monk had a legal right, a right that ensured they continued to be paid after the Reformation. A monk or canon could have a double portion or, as in the case of the novices of Tongland abbey, a half portion, and monastic portions could be given to seculars. 62 The 1561 rental gives the annual Pluscarden portion per monk as £16 'kitchen and habit silver' and 1 chalder 5 bolls of victuals (grain), which in its monetary element seems to have been about average for the period. 63 For comparison one can note that £16 was the annual pension, payable by burgh authorities, for friars after the Reformation and the recommended minimum salary for a preReformation curate was £13 6s 8d. 64 Prior Harrower certainly seems to have had a say in who obtained a portion, and the example of Melrose suggests that the monks themselves were able to exercise patronage as happened in England. 65 While there is less evidence for the origins of those who entered in the period 1510-55, we can expect that the patronage of Priors Learmonth and Dunbar was involved.
The numbers listed above show an increase in the Pluscarden community in the sixteenth century, more than doubling its fifteenthcentury size at times, with a slight decline in the second part of our period. Numbers were dependent on economic means reflected in the number of portions and it is thus probable that the number of portions were increased in this period, as they were under Abbot Thomas 63 Kirk, The Books of Assumption, 472. In the same book the monetary element of a canon or monk's portion at certain other monasteries was: Dunfermline, £15 3s; Kilwinning, £16; Balmerino, £15 6s 8d; Coupar Angus, £16 8s 5d; Culross, £20; Kinloss, £10; Melrose, £13 6s 8d (or later perhaps £25 17s 8d); Cambuskenneth, £17 4s 10d; Inchmahome, £13 6s 8d; Jedburgh, £20; Scone, £18 10s 8d; Tongland, £11 13s 4d. There was much more variety in allowances in kind. 64 Margaret H. B. Sanderson, 'Service and Survival: The clergy in late sixteenthcentury Scotland', RSCHS 36 (2006), 73-96, at 76 and 73. It is noted that the latter figure was, 'only a little more than a ploughman was usually paid'. 65 Melrose Records, iii, 218. R. B. Dobson notes of Durham cathedral priory in the fifteenth century that, 'the really important patron, and the agent through whom most boys were induced to enter religion, was undoubtedly the Durham monk himself; it was he who normally recommended candidates for the habit to his Prior': Durham Priory 1400-1450 (Cambridge, 1973), 59.
Crystall (1504-35) at neighbouring Kinloss abbey. 66 At Melrose, when the number of monks had fallen from thirty-five to twelve between 1527 and 1556 due to war and superiors whose concern was for their own profit, the community persuaded Commendator James Stewart to establish an income sufficient for sixteen monks, 'to stand futuris temporibus for uphald of God service'. 67 At Pluscarden, as well as the increasing numbers, there is the persistent number of six which is found in the early documents, but also in the testimony of Thomas Ross where there were six priests and three novices, and in a document of 1560 signed only by six monks; 68 after the Reformation we find in The Books of Assumption only five portions being paid in 1561. 69 Was there a distinction between the six who had the original portions and others such as the 'novices' who had another means of sustenance? Did this mean that only those with a legal right to one of the six portions were able to stay on after 1560? Mark Dilworth once suggested to me in conversation that this may have reflected the continuation of a possible Valliscaulian practice of giving 'half-portions', but there is no evidence for a conclusive answer. This does, however, raise the question of the status of the 'novices'.
The monastic community: what is a novice?
In his statement, Thomas Ross mentions that the Pluscarden community in March 1558 included three novices, the only mention of novices I have encountered in Pluscarden documents. That there were three novices seems a straightforward claim, but it raises a number of questions. Firstly there is some confusion, even among ecclesiastical historians, about the meaning of the term 'novice' in monastic documents of our period; it is not widely known that the term referred both to those in the initial stage of formation before profession (taking vows) and to those after profession who were preparing for priestly ordination, even after which one may remain a novice for a while.
The former is the classical and modern use of the term, as found in the sixth-century Regula Benedicti which is followed by Benedictine and Cistercian monks. The Rule prescribes that the noviciate last for a 66 year and culminate in a profession rite in which promises are made for life and the new monk is clothed in the monastic habit. 70 By our period the 'clothing' came at the start of the noviciate, which lasted a maximum of one year but often less. In 1563 the Council of Trent (1545-63) required a year's noviciate for a valid profession, but this was a reaction against previous practice: in England, for example, during the century before the dissolution, the period before profession at Christ Church, Canterbury and Westminster abbey seems to have been on average about five to eight months in duration and sometimes much less. 71 There is no comparable evidence for monks or canons in Scotland, but Ferrerio's writing on the Cistercians of Kinloss seems to indicate that in fervent houses in the sixteenth century a full year was at least the ideal.
72 During this period of probation a novice could in theory freely leave the community, but it seems that this was rare and its lawfulness was then a debated question. 73 At Kinloss in the first 70 The one-year noviciate, RB 58:9-14, spent in a designated area or 'noviciate' (cella noviciorum), was preceded by a period in the Guest House and followed by the profession rite which included being dressed in the monastic habit (induatur rebus monasterii, RB 58:26). Adalbert de Vogüé argues that the two months before the first of the three readings of the Rule during this year (RB 58:9-11) were spent in the Guest House and the candidate was only then taken into the cella noviciorum for the last ten months: quarter of the sixteenth century the 'well-lettered young man' James Dickson, who seems to have been a novice in the sense of not being professed, left ('was voluntarily sent away') as he was not strong enough to live the monastic life. 74 The noviciate period in this strict sense was closed by the profession of vows by which the novice became a professed monk, that is a member of the community and its chapter. The delay between clothing and profession and the debate about whether novices could depart before profession explain the famous words of Pope Clement III (1187-91) in the decretal Porrectum: 'it is not the habit that makes the monk but the profession of the Rule'. 75 Ross says in his testimony that the six monks signing the charter were all priests and that there were then three novices. 76 The two novices Ross mentions by name, Alexander Fraser and Robert Douglas, were not 'novices' of the type just discussed, however, because they had for some time signed charters with the rest of the Pluscarden community, a privilege of the professed who were members of the priory's chapter. At Pluscarden Douglas had signed a charter on 5 February 1555 and Fraser had done the same on 20 November 1556.
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Although these novices had already signed charters, Ross's words imply that only the six priests were 'subscrivaris of the charter' in March 1558, and this is not impossible because in July and August 1560 these same seniors alone signed charters while on the feast of SS Peter and Paul in June of the same year all ten signed, including those Ross called novices in 1558.
78 Robert Artill, who from the subscription 74 , 1955) , 573. The Regula Benedicti says that the novice is free to depart (RB 58:10 and 15), but by the mid-ninth-century commentary on RB by Hildemar this was no longer clear and in many medieval monasteries an explicit profession was not made. These, the question of the binding nature of child oblation and the legal fiction of 'tacit profession' provide the context of this decretal, see Yeo, The Structure and Content of Monastic Profession, 44-5, 175-8. 76 The later transcript of the March 1558 charter does not give the names of the monks who subscribed, but we know from other 1558 charters that in addition to the prior there were at least ten monks in the community at the time including the 'novices': NAS, GD96/71 (30 April 1558); AUL, MS 3175 B2/87 (5 May 1558). We have already noted the problems of using charter subscriptions to determine the size of a community at a given date. 77 AUL, MS 3175 MH/90; NRAS, 47/9. Even if novices who had not been professed signed charters, the two were certainly professed by March 1558 as it is well over a year after these dates. 78 Thus in Scotland we find what appears to be the same practice as that found in English monasteries, where the term 'novice' was used of those who had been professed but were still in 'custody' or 'tutelage', that is still being taught and probably with their allowances being managed for them by senior monks.
80 This is described in the Rites of Durham, a reminiscence of life in the English Benedictine cathedral priory of Durham in the years before the dissolution, two decades before our Pluscarden document: 'Ther was alwayes vj Novices, which went daly to schoule within the House, for the space of vij yere ... And yf the maister dyd see that any of theme weare apte to lernyng ... he was sent to Oxforde to schoole ... And the resydewe of the Novices was keapt at there bookes tyll they coulde understant there service and the scriptures. Then at the foresayde yeres' end, they dyd syng there first messe'. 81 The period in custody before priestly ordination was often shorter than the seven years mentioned here, and Barbara Harvey has shown that sometimes custody continued for a period after ordination, but Ross's recollection of priesthood being associated with the nonnovices suggests that, except for any who might enter as priests, 'custody' at Pluscarden probably ended with ordination. Confirmation from Moray of the significance of these two stages after profession may perhaps be found in the use of the term professus to describe a monk in vows. It is used in addition to 'priest' on the tombstone of Dene James Wyatt (who died on 26 December 1515) at Pluscarden, 'sacerdos et professus', and its use in common speech is implied by Ferrerio in his description of Thomas Chrystal's teacher at Culross abbey, Thomas Pierson, as 'eiusdem monasterii professus (ut vocant) monachus'. 83 Ferrerio is much given to interjections such as ut vocant but here he seems to imply that contemporary monks used professus as a technical term for a monk in vows in addition to references to his ordination. The professed monk in tutelage would have attended the community chapter, as four Paisley abbey novices did in January 1543, but after ordination and emerging from tutelage the monk passed fully into the life of the house, had full control of his portion and became eligible for any of the various offices and employments of the community. 84 The mention of a sixteenth-century 'novice' of the Cluniac abbey of Paisley, John Wallace, who was involved in a heresy case and given leave of absence for five years to visit Rome and Cluny because of certain matters on his conscience, but who was also called 'Dene' and warned not to 'brekand our awow of castitie', almost certainly referred to a professed monk in tutelage. 85 Thus one can apply to Scottish Benedictines of the period what Barbara Harvey says of their English counterparts before the dissolution: 'they had, in a sense, two noviciates, one being the time of formal probation which ended with profession; the other, the ensuing period when custody continued'. 86 The monastic community: some questions about the noviciate There has been no significant study of the monastic noviciate in Scotland. As a comparison with English practice has elucidated the meaning of the term 'novice' in Scottish documents, it may also help us understand other issues such as the usual age of entry into the monastery and when and how they were admitted.
There is little evidence for the age of entry into Scottish monasteries in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, although for the Cistercians at Kinloss, over the hill from Pluscarden, Ferrerio twice mentions the age of eighteen: for David Spence's profession and Thomas Chrystal's clothing, both under Abbot William Galbraith (1481-90). It is not certain whether this means eighteen in our sense or being in one's eighteenth year, that is seventeen in modern terms. Unfortunately Ferrerio gives different information for Spence elsewhere in his Historia, suggesting that he entered aged about fifteen. 87 This, together with contemporary vagueness about one's age, illustrates the problems here. Although in the fifteenth century clothing at fifteen was common, late medieval reforming tendencies in the religious life tended towards a higher age, for example the medieval English Benedictines demanded a minimum age of eighteen for clothing and nineteen for profession, the sixteenth-century Scottish canon regular Robert Richardson also gives eighteen as the best age, and it seems that in the later middle ages the vast majority were clothed between eighteen and twenty. 88 One should not, however, presume that the noviciate was as clearly canonically defined in the middle ages as it was after Trent, which prescribed a minimum age of sixteen for profession. 89 In the mid-twelfth century Gratian's Decretum gave no minimum ages, because child-oblation was still allowed, but it was soon established that profession before the age of fourteen was not binding. 90 Our very limited Scottish evidence, however, suggests the later teens as a common age to enter monastic life, although older priests and graduates certainly did enter monasteries. 91 Thomas Ross was, by his testimony, born c.1525 and first occurs in a Pluscarden list in 1545, which means that he entered before the age of twenty. His Bible, in which he signs himself as a monk, was given to him by William Young in 1541 and may have been given to him as a present on entry to the monastery, in which case he would have been aged between fifteen and seventeen.
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Robert Artill was born c.1529, is not among the subscribers of 1548 and first occurs in 1555 -he thus probably entered between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five.
We have seen that to enter a monastery was to begin a process, almost certainly involving patronage of some sort, that ended not only in profession and ordination but also in the possession of a portion. Whatever an individual's sense of vocation, the number of entrants must correspond to the number of portions available. Given this, the presence of a group of three novices in a small community at Pluscarden, as with the group of four novices among the nineteen monks of Paisley abbey in 1543, suggests that Scottish monasteries may have preferred to admit new entrants in a group, perhaps for ease of teaching and formation, as English houses did.
93 Barbara Harvey notes of Westminster that, 'it was anticipated in the monastery that when the community was at its ideal strength of forty-eight, it would include forty priests and eight who were novices in the sense that they were not yet priests'. 94 Scottish monasteries may have operated with similar optimum numbers of novices, but the example of Melrose, although it comes from a time of conflict and crisis, shows novices being received as vacancies arose. When sixteen portions were established as the full complement at Melrose in 1555, four novices were received to make up the full number, but when one of the twelve senior monks later died we find the monks complaining to the commendator that the admission of a candidate, George Weir, had not been, 'grantit be your Lordship for fulfilling of the number forsaid for uphald of God service'. 95 Paucity of evidence prevents us drawing conclusions but we may well be in the territory between the ideal practice and the pressures of reality.
The sole mention of novices from pre-Reformation Pluscarden has thus led us to a broader examination of the noviciate in late medieval and renaissance Scotland. Although the evidence is so scanty that we cannot form the clear picture Harvey and Dobson provide for England, a comparison with English evidence and canonical legislation has enabled us to give a sketch of contemporary Scottish practice which could serve as a basis for future research.
One subject we have not touched upon is the formation given to young monks. Evidence from England and elsewhere suggests that, in addition to study of the Rule and basic moral and monastic instruction, there was a strong emphasis on monastic observance such as mastering the liturgy and customs of the house and also education in the 'primitive sciences' of grammar, logic and philosophy; senior monks taught the novices but there may have been some input from external teachers such as mendicants. 96 We know from Ferrerio of the high standard of studies under him at Kinloss, whence some monks were sent to study in Aberdeen, and nearby Elgin had its cathedral school and the convents of Blackfriars and Franciscan Observants. One would not be surprised if Pluscarden shared in this Catholic culture. Prior Alexander Dunbar was present at the 1549 provincial council of the Scottish Church which called for each superior to maintain a theologian to teach in his monastery and for monks to be sent to university: 94 Harvey, 'A Novice's Life at Westminster Abbey', 54. 95 Melrose Records, iii, 218. 96 The development in the high middle ages of the practice of ordaining all choir monks led to an elaboration of intellectual formation which was encouraged by ecclesiastical legislation such as the papal canons Summi magistri (1336 Pluscarden was to send one, but there is no evidence this was done. 97 The only hints at monastic education that have survived from Pluscarden are the marginalia in Thomas Ross's Bible which suggest that he read his Bible, was conversant with contemporary biblical scholarship and, as a man who remained loyal to the old faith, had a lively interest in religious controversy. It is possible that the interest in Catholic liturgy and sacraments displayed in his notes on the Old Testament indicates that he was preparing to write a defence of the old liturgy. His note on those who usurped religious leadership in Korah's rebellion against Moses, described in Numbers 16, certainly suggests hostility to the new Protestant Kirk.
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A monastery in a landscape: Pluscarden priory and its world Those who gave the testimonies had to think back twenty years, to a time before the change of religion when they were part of a flourishing monastic institution that was firmly embedded in the life of the locality and at the centre of a number of networks of influence and patronage. These constitute the 'landscape' within which one should view the history of any monastery. The testimonies have led us to look at various aspects of this institution and have raised various questions.
Firstly these concern the little-studied jurisdiction of the monastic regality and the web of power and patronage into which the monastery, an institution with its purpose beyond the world, was firmly entwined. Both local kin groups, such as the Dunbars, Inneses and Douglases, and national influences, in the shape of the Setons and the Douglases, fought to control the rich benefice of Pluscarden priory. We have noted how many of the allies of the Dunbars were actually related to them through marriage and further research would bring these networks into clearer focus and reveal the political and religious attitudes that were associated with them. The dispute over the bailiary was certainly caused by the conflict between factions with differing attitudes to religion, with the Setons on one side and the Douglases on the other; it would be interesting to see how these positions were reflected in the attitudes of their local supporters. Of those present at the signing of the charter in 1558, Sir James Gibson was later denounced as a papist while acting as procurator in the burgh court of Inverness in 1571, and Robert Dunbar of Durris was involved in a case before the same court in 1562 which concerned the removal for safekeeping of the chalices of the Blackfriars of Inverness. 99 As Pluscarden was unusual in that none of its monks were known to have served the new Kirk, 100 and Thomas Ross and Alexander Seton certainly remained loyal to the old Kirk, it may be that this dispute was drawn up on clearer religious lines than the documents reveal.
This also raises the question of whether Pluscarden was part of the 'modest monastic revival' in Scotland in the years before the Reformation, a phenomenon that certainly occurred over the hill at Kinloss abbey. 101 The increase in numbers, extant late medieval wall paintings of fine quality, the building of a sacristy and treasury under Prior Alexander Dunbar and the evidence from Thomas Ross's Bible all suggest a certain material and even spiritual and intellectual flourishing. On the other hand there is the apparent slight decrease in numbers after 1530 and also the evidence of our testimonies and the feuing of monastery lands to the prior's kin which suggests that Pluscarden had become part of the patrimony of the Dunbars, something confirmed by the crown's ordering them to depart in 1561. The shift in monastic governance, noted above in relation to power and space, may, however, indicate that the institution was able to function on two levels simultaneously: a moderately flourishing community, headed by the subprior, which was preserved from interference by the monks' right to their portions, and a rich benefice capable of being exploited by the Dunbars, who were themselves not devoid of attachment to the old faith.
The testimonies themselves have also led to questions about charter production, the governance, size and composition of the Pluscarden monastic community, and the place of novices in this and other contemporary communities. Each issue shows how one piece of historical evidence can lead one into a broader picture of the contemporary monastic world, and one can see how, if used with appropriate caution, the better documented history of English monasticism can shed light north of the border. Comparison with the situation at other Scottish monasteries is also useful and the study of recruitment has hinted at a largely hidden network of monastic patronage. The many references above to the writings of Mark Dilworth show how important they are for anyone studying late medieval and renaissance Scottish monasticism. They, and the work of others, have laid an essential foundation, and one hopes that this article, as well as 99 Records of Inverness, i, 209 and 71-2. In 1571 Peter Vaus objected to Gibson, who was procurator for Mareon Vaus, as he 'is ane papist, quha aucht nocht to haif place to procuyr in na cause as the Actis of Parliament proportis': Janet P. Foggie 
